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Summary. To simulate the crack propagation due to blade cutting of a thin-walled shell
structure, we propose a numerical technique based on solid shell finite elements and explicit
time integration. The limitation on the critical time step due to the small thickness along the
out-of-plane direction is overcome through a selective mass scaling, capable to optimally
define the artificial mass coefficient for distorted elements in finite strains: since the selective
scaling cuts the undesired, spurious contributions from the highest eigenfreqeuencies, but
saves the lowest frequencies associated to the structural response, and since the method
preserves the lumped form of the mass matrix, the calculations in the time domain are
conveniently speeded up. The interaction of the cutting blade with the cohesive process zone
in the crack tip region is accounted for by means of the so-called directional cohesive
interface concept. Unlike in previous implementations, through-the-thickness crack
propagation is also considered. This is of critical importance in particular in the case of
layered shells, where one solid-shell element per layer is used for the discretization in the
thickness direction and it is a necessary ingredient for future possible consideration of
delamination processes. We show by applying the proposed procedure to the cutting of a thinwalled laminate used for packaging applications that this is a promising tool for the
prediction of the structural response of thin-walled structures in the presence of crack
propagation induced by blade cutting.
1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the simulation of the opening process of a thin laminate
membrane sealing a carton package by means of cutting blades. This problem is actually
challenging from a computational point of view, since the simulation must account for
fracture initiation and propagation through a thin-walled laminate. The nonlinear material
behaviour of the single layer and the small laminate thickness make recently introduced [1-2]
approaches, based on solid-shell elements particularly attractive. Moreover, the dynamic
nature of the fracture process and the severe nonlinearity due in particular to the interaction
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with the cutting blade suggest to use an explicit dynamics time integration scheme. These
issues require a detailed analysis of numerous numerical problems, whose solution is briefly
recalled in the following sections. The simulation approach considered here is based on the
directional cohesive element concept, first proposed in [14] to simulate blade-induced crack
propagation in classical elastic shell elements and later reformulated for application to solidshell elements [3]. Directional cohesive elements are special interface elements, to be
interposed between adjacent shell elements, capable to account for the interaction between the
cutting blade and the cohesive process zone. Section 2 briefly recalls the adopted solid-shell
finite element formulation, section 3 details the selective mass scaling approach; in section 4
we sketch the ideas, i.e. the directional cohesive elements, at the base of the interaction
between the cutting blade and the fracture resistance of the laminate, and in section 5 we show
the application of the modelling to an opening laminate in the packaging industry.
2 SOLID SHELL ELEMENT FORMULATION
Solid-shell finite elements, unlike standard, structural shell elements make use of only
translational degrees of freedom. Because of the three-dimensional kinematic formulation, the
constitutive laws used for continuum, three-dimensional finite elements can be adopted as
well, including direct consideration of thickness deformation. Unlike standard finite elements,
solid-shell elements can be conveniently used for the discretization of layered thin-walled
structures, by simple stacking a number of solid-shell elements, typically one or more per
layer, one on top of the other through the shell thickness. In the following we choose the
Q1STS finite element proposed by Schwarze and Reese [1-2], an eight-node hexahedron
including a reduced integration and hourglass control, recently adapted to explicit dynamics in
[6]. Solid-shell elements are affected by numerical problems, such as Poisson, volumetric,
curvature and shear locking and by hourglassing, the latter due to reduced integration which is
an important ingredient for an efficient explicit time integration scheme. In Schwarze and
Reese implementation volumetric and Poisson’s locking are dealt with by the enhanced
assumed strain (EAS) approach, while the assumed natural strain (ANS) concept is used for
the transverse shear and curvature thickness locking. Hourglassing is controlled by adding
suitably constructed artificial stiffness.
3 SELECTIVE MASS SCALING
In explicit structural dynamics the advantage of algorithm simplicity (there are no linear
systems to be solved) is balanced by the small allowed stable time step; in the case of the
widely diffused central difference scheme, the time step ∆ is dependent on the maximum
eigenfrequency max of the finite element mesh according to
2

∆

(1)

max

in the undamped case [8]. max is in turn conservatively bounded by the maximum
eigenfrequency of the single finite element max :
max

max

max

.

(2)

Moreover, because of the large difference between the thickness and the in-plane dimensions
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of a sheell, the Couurant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition, limiting
l
thee time step to a fractio
on of the
elementt traversal time
t
of an elastic wavve, leads to
o very smaall time inccrements in explicit
dynamiccs. To oveercome this severe lim
mitation, thee selective mass scaliing conceptt can be
pursuedd: the idea is
i to artificiially alter thhe solid-sheell element mass matrrix in order to scale
down thhe highest eigenfrequen
e
ncies with ssmall or neg
gligible chaanges to the lowest onees. There
are seveeral approacches to ach
hieve this gooal (see e.g
g. [13,15,16
6,17,18,19])), but most of these
ideas m
make the scaaled mass matrix
m
non diagonal, an
a undesiraable outcom
me for expliicit time
integrattion schemees. Here wee follow thee approach shown in the
t series oof papers [4
4,6,9,10],
where thhe relative motion
m
betw
ween the low
wer and upp
per shell surfaces of a 88-node threee-linear,
solid-shhell elementt is conven
niently penaalized so th
hat the smaallness of thhe thicknesss is not
determining the tiime step an
nymore. Thhe approach
h maintainss the transllational rig
gid body
inertia, while the rigid
r
body rotational
r
innertia is mo
odified; theerefore, it shhould be ussed with
care whhen a signifficant comp
ponent of thhe motion is a pure rig
gid body rootation. Besides this
drawbacck, we empphasize thatt the methood works fo
or regular an
nd distortedd finite elem
ments in
finite strrains [4].
3.1 Priinciples of the
t proposeed selectivee scaling ap
pproach
To sum
mmarize our selective mass
m scalingg approach we
w use heree the notatioon describeed in [4]:
it starts by introduucing the sp
plitting of thhe element nodal coord
dinates accoording to th
he upper
and low
wer surface (see
(
figure 1):
1
(3)

.

Figure 1: Local
L
numberiing adopted fo
or the solid-sh
hell element.

Then, thhe coordinaates of the corner
c
nodees at the mid
ddle surfacee and the coorner fiberss, i.e. the
segmennts connectinng the correesponding nnodes of the upper and lower
l
surfaace, are defin
ned:
∆

2

(4a,4b)
2

and thesse items aree collected in the transfformed coorrdinate vector
∆

which iss related to the originall coordinatees via the lin
near transfo
ormation

3

(5)
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(6a,7b)

where
is the 12x12 identity matrix. A similar transformation can be followed also for
displacements, velocities and, finally, accelerations, which in particular read:
,

.

∆

(8a-c)

The principle of virtual work for the motion of an undamped system can be therefore
transformed as follows:
,lumped

(9)

with

equal to the transformed virtual acceleration of the nodes of element e,
the difference between external and internal (transformed) equivalent nodal forces for the
single FE, and
,lumped the lumped form of the selectively scaled mass matrix, namely
(10)

,lumped

and
being 12x12 diagonal matrices collecting the element nodal masses at the
upper and lower surface nodes, respectively, and
being the element scaling coefficient.
Notice that
is applied only to the difference in nodal acceleration between the upper and
lower surface and not to the middle surface nodal accelerations that are responsible for the
element translational rigid body motion. In case of a single layer thin-walled structure, this
mass matrix evidently does not change the diagonal form of the problem and can be directly
inserted in the explicit solver routines written in the transformed variables. In case, instead, of
a layered structure, it is necessary to reverse to original coordinates; in fact, after assembly,
the nodal masses of adjacent layers belonging to the same multi-layer fiber sum up, thus
requiring to solve a small linear system. While a detailed presentation is present in [9], the
basic idea can be grasped by considering the three layers (labelled as a, b, c) example in
figure 2. For each fiber f in this case the problem to be solved is
(11)

with

∑ 1
∑ 1
,
,
and
where, for each node, the sum operator has to be interpreted as the assembly over the layer
l=a,b,c of the elements sharing that node.
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Figure 2:: Three-layerss laminate.

3.2 Op
ptimal masss scaling factor
Unneecessary high values of the scalling coefficcient
can
n overly moodify the structural
dynamiccal properties (e.g. rig
gid body rootational in
nertia) and it can be shown [9] that the
dependeence of the maximum eigenfreque
e
ency on the mass scalin
ng coefficieent actually shows a
plateau for increassing . Theerefore, it is necessarry to determ
mine the opptimal scaliing: this
m has been solved
s
in [1
10] for paralllelepiped elements
e
and in [4] forr distorted elements,
e
problem
essentiaally by expploiting the equivalencce between selective scaling
s
andd element th
hickness
geometrrical scalinng. A good approximaation of thee optimal estimate
e
foor the masss scaling
coefficient turns ouut to be:
opt

≅

min
n

(12)

0

where min min ,
is th
he minimum
m in-plane length
l
and is the thiickness of th
he solidshell ellement. Thhe estimatee is actuallly exact for
f parallellepiped eleements whiile only
approximate for distorted
d
elements (inn [4] the ex
xact solutio
on is provvided for in
nterested
readers)). Moreover, this estim
mate is diffferent for each
e
layer of the lam
minate and for each
elementt; by using the
t more reestricted esttimate, the time
t
step deepends onlyy on the element inplane diimensions and
a not on its
i thicknesss. To pass from
f
the maass scaling ccoefficient stated in
equationn 12 to the time
t
step esstimate, we follow equaations 1 and
d 2 where max is conv
veniently
boundedd (details are given in [4]) byy the solutiion of the element eeigenvalue problem
0 viia a Newton
; opt
n-Raphson pprocedure.
4 DIR
RECTIONA
AL COHES
SIVE ELEM
MENTS
A shharp blade cutting a ductile (or not purely
y brittle) material
m
cann interact with
w
the
cohesivve process zone
z
during
g crack proppagation. In
n this case, a classicall implementtation of
the cohhesive appproach wo
ould lead to incorreect results unless ann extermely fine,
computaationally prrohibitive mesh,
m
capablle to resolvee the blade radius of cuurvature, weere used.
The “ddirectional” cohesive approach [[3,14] is in
ntended to provide a macrosco
opic but
energetiically consiistent descrription of thhis interactiion, allowin
ng a crack to propagaate along
elementt interfaces where special string ellements are inserted aftter node dupplication. Under
U
the
assumpttions of i) neglecting
n
the
t bendingg strength of
o individual layers beccause of theeir small
thicknesss, and ii) thhe independ
dence of thee specific su
urface work
k due to cuttting from the crack
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propagaation mode (this impllies that onnly fracturee mode I is
i relevant,, once the fracture
criterionn is met att a given node),
n
one m
massless caable per lay
yer is introoduced betw
ween the
separatiing element faces in co
orrespondennce of the element midd
dle surfacess. The cable element
is a geometric entitty, capable to
t detect coontact and to
o interact with the advaancing cutting blade
(figure 3a, 3b): thee latter, in fact,
f
modifiees the original straight configuratiion of the cable,
c
by
generatiing a joint in
i correspon
ndence of thhe contact point
p
at the cutting edgge (the possiibility of
contact with the latteral surfacees of the bl ade is exclu
uded becausse of the asssumed sharrpness of
the cuttting blade), and allow
wing for a transmissio
on of the cohesive foorce in thee correct
direction.

(b)
(c)
(a)
Figure 3: (a)) blade cutting
g through the m
mesh, (b) inteeraction of the blade with thhe cable elemeents,
and (c) “dirrectional” cohesive forces.

Unlikke in the claassical coheesive approaach, these forces
f
have different diirections on
n the two
separatiing crack flanks,
fl
deterrmined by the directio
ons of the truss elemeents conneccting the
solid-shhell nodes with
w the caable joint (ssee figures 3c and 4b)). By assum
ming that th
he blade
positionn is given at
a each timee, then the contact po
oint
betw
ween bladee and cable and the
displaceement discoontinuities
are know
wn at the en
nd of each ex
xplicit timee integration
n step, so
that the cohesive foorces becom
me:
‖

‖

m
mid

‖
‖

‖

mid

‖

(13a,13b)

‖
m
mid

mid

‖

where tthe subscrippts “+” an
nd “-” denoote oppositee crack flaanks,
iss the contaact point
m
mid
betweenn the cable and the blaade and
is the po
oint of the crack
c
flankk where the cable is
attachedd in corresppondence off the elemennt middle su
urface.
The forrces
are calculated from the ccohesive mo
odel describ
bed in [20] , assuming a linear
softeninng law relating the opening tractioon to a scaalar measurre of the craack opening
g ℓ and a
cohesivve potential ℓ, witth an inteernal variable, shown in
n figure 4a for the sim
mple case
of a linnear softeniing law, i.ee. the maxiimum attain
ned crack opening,
o
allso interpreted as a
progresssive damage inside thee process zoone.
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(b)
(a)
Figu
ure 4: (a) softtening cohesiv
ve law; (b) dirrection of coheesive forces du
uring interactiion with the blade.
b

is also
a introduuced so that, in the lineear softeningg case, the cohesive
c
A softenning functioon
law is w
written as foollows:
1
2

1
2

1
ℓ

ℓ

ℓ,

1

ℓ

ℓ
ℓ

ℓ

1

0,

(14a-e)

1

ℓ

ℓ
when ℓ

ℓ

when ℓ

1
2ℓ

,

,

0

0.

mid
mid
It is therefore obtaiined
, whhile ℓ
is th
he length
of the ccable. The parameter
is set eequal to th
he componeent of the sstress tenso
or in the
direction normal to
t the open
ning faces oof the elem
ment in the continuum
m model where the
fracturee criterion iss met; ℓ , is, instead, aassumed to be a material parameteer.
An equuivalent plasstic strain criterion,
c
w
with a Heav
viside functtion assurinng that only
y tensile
stresses contribute to the fractu
ure, is adoppted:
mid

d

(15)

is the plaastic strain value at fraacture,
iss the hydrostatic stresss accounting
g for the
where
influencce of triaxiaality, and th
he crack dirrection coin
ncides with the elemennt edge closer to the
maximuum principaal stress at th
he node wheere the criteerion has beeen met.
5 RES
SULTS
The proposed approach has
h alreadyy proven itself
i
prom
mising in sseveral sing
gle-layer
applicattions [3,6]. Here we sh
how an appllication to a multi-layeered structurre. The exteension is
not triviial because of the mucch higher ccomplexity of the kinem
matics of thhe fracture opening
during tthe through--the-thickneess crack prropagation.
A thiin laminate membrane closes the ccarton pack
kage for fluiid aliments [7] shown in
i figure
5. The circular hoole to be produced
p
thhrough the applied cap
p equippedd with high
h density
PE) cutting teeth has tthe diameteer of 15 mm
m: it is obtaained with a torque
polyethyylene (HDP
applied by the usser to the screw
s
threaad. In the remainder of the pacckage the laminate
constituuting the holle does not contain papper, but only
y aluminum
m and low ddensity poly
yethylene
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(LDPE); this laminate has a thickness ranging from 70 to 78 m, with the aluminum core 6-9
m thick, while a LDPE layer coat this interior core from both sides.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5: (a) package with hole for opening, (b) package with the screw thread applied,
(c) detail of the cutting teeth (upside down view).

In the modelling we assume a circular membrane with radius equal to 10.2 mm and thickness
0.074 mm. The 14% larger diameter accounts for the slackness of the actual membrane due to
the manufacturing process. As shown in figure 5c, the cutting tool (referred to as the “blade”
from now on) has a radius of 9.4 mm and its edges present a curvature radius of 0.1 mm (see
also figure 6b). We consider the blade (figure 6a) as a rigid body whose motion is given: it
has a rotation around its vertical axis and a translation along the same axis penetrating the
three-layer membrane shown in figure 6b.

(b)

(a)

Figure 6: (a) FE model of blade and membrane; (b) detail of the three layers membrane.

The composite laminate in this example is assumed as an equivalent and homogenized
membrane with Young modulus E=176 GPa, Poisson’s ratio =0.3 and density =210-9
Ns2/mm4. A hardening behavior is adopted according to the yielding function
1

exp

(27)

where
=11 MPa is the initial stress, the saturation parameter is equal to 40 MPa, and the
hardening exponent =6.63. The chosen fracture parameters are
30 N/mm and = 18
MPa. The blades produces several cuts along their circular path as shown in figure 6a; the cut
appearance (figure 7a) is in good qualitative agreement with experimental observations of the
opening process, as much as the torque vs cap rotation response shown in figure 7b. This
comparison shows that, neglecting the initial mismatch between the two curves, due to the
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lack of friction imposed on the rotating teeth before contact with the laminate, the agreement
is reasonable.

(b)
(a)
Figure 7: (a) upside down view of the membrane cut by the blades;
(b) comparison between numerical and experimental torque during the rotation.

6 CONCLUSIONS
A simulation approach for the numerical evaluation of the opening process of a thin-walled
laminate has been presented. It makes use of solid-shell elements enriched to correct known
locking issues, in a finite strain formulation. To conveniently exploit the advantages of an
explicit time integration scheme in structural dynamics, an effective selective mass scaling
technique has been implemented, whereby only the highest eigenfrequencies responsible of
the smallness of the time step are reduced. To correctly describe the interaction between the
blade and the fracturing multi-layered thin-walled membrane, interface directional cohesive
elements have been used. We have shown that several layers can be used for the description
of the laminate, and fracture initiation and propagation in multi-layered structures is well
represented; in the future the possible delamination between layers will be considered.
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